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TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES 
Thursday, February 18th, 2021 

 
 
I. CALL TO ORDER:  
 
 Present:  Sarah Clauser, Jason Ebbs (Zoom), Laurie Enos, Tim Frelier, Dan McCusker (Zoom),  

  Andy Moore (Zoom), Mary Sweeney (Zoom), Eric Tait, Mark Valentine 
 
 Guests:  Tim Hogan (Zoom) 
 
II.  APPROVAL OF MINUTES: 
 
  a.   October 15th, 2020 – Laurie Enos motioned to approve the minutes.  Mary Sweeney  
   seconded the motion. 
 
III.  COMMITTEE DISCUSSIONS:    
 

a. SmartSign 
 

Penfield resident, Tim Hogan, presented an overview on a product he is working on called 
SmartSign.  Tim is looking for support from the committee to run a pilot program in Penfield 
using SmartSign.  This product is a driver feedback sign to help with management of 
speeding, distracted driving and the lack of seatbelts being used by motorists.  The signs are 
similar to other speed signs currently being used, however, SmartSigns will have the ability to 
flash messages at people that are speeding, using their cell phones while driving and/or not 
wearing their seatbelts.  There are two different mounting options for the units.  One being a 
pole mounted system, and the other a trailer mounted system that could be moved to various 
locations.  Both systems run off of solar power.  The units collect data on speeding, distracted 
driving and seatbelt usage to help identify hotspots in the area.  The SmartSign units have 
had twenty hours of usage on live traffic to date. 
 
Dan McCusker asked about privacy as it pertains to data and video storage.  Tim replied that 
only speeding data is processed and no video footage is stored or saved.  Dan asked how 
the videos are obtained.  Tim said that they use a radar system called Lidar using a depth 
sensor that can only see structure.  Dan asked how the data is stored.  Tim stated that the 
data is processed immediately to trigger the sign.  The only data that is stored is the 
percentage of people that are texting, speeding, etc.  Dan asked where Tim would like to pilot 
this system.  Tim replied that he is looking for several roads in Penfield that are long, straight 
streets that have a steady flow of traffic.  Dan asked how far in advance the Lidar detector is 
placed before the actual sign.  Tim replied about 300 to 400 feet which gives drivers about 
four to five seconds to see the sign message.  Dan asked if the installation is permanent or 
portable.  Tim said the two options they are looking at are either a 14' by 3 1/2" pole or a 
trailer to make it more mobile.  Dan asked how close to the edge of the road the units would 
be placed.  Tim replied the units would be placed outside of any easements, roughly 10ft off 
the edge of the roadway. 
 
Tim Frelier asked what messages are displayed on the units for the drivers to see.  Tim 
replied that they are looking at using different messages such as "put the phone down" and 
the use of emoji type messages.  There are also light beacons that will flash to get drivers 
attention.  The brightness of the lights can be controlled to ensure they will not disrupt nearby 
residents. 
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Laurie Enos asked if the video works during the nighttime hours as well.  Tim replied it works 
in low light, but during nighttime hours the functionality for distracted driving will be 
deactivated and only focus on speeding. 
 
Mary Sweeney asked what specific locations he is looking to place the signs.  Tim replied 
that one location he is looking at is in front of the community center on Baird Road for 
approximately six weeks.  He is looking for feedback from the committee as to other locations 
and if the units should be mobile or more of a permanent placement. 
 
Mark Valentine stated that portability helps because overtime drivers will get used to the 
signs that are permanently placed and not react to them.   
 
Laurie Enos asked if the data collected with SmartSign is different or better than the data 
that is collected from the traditional speed signs currently being used by the Town. 
 
Mark Valentine replied that the current speed carts do not collect any data.  The Town uses 
two different devices as needed.  One being the traffic counters, which collects data on how 
many cars are driving in the area, speed, time of day, etc.  The speed cart is only a visual 
feedback device for the driver and does not collect any data. 
 
Sarah Waterman asked if the signs need to comply with the MUTCD (Manual on Uniform 
Traffic Control Devices).  Tim Frelier replied that the signs are more for educational purposes 
and the manual does not specifically speak to that.  He believes the data collection is 
beneficial and could reveal driver behaviors and trends.   
 
Dan McCusker agrees that this product, implemented as a pilot, does not run any 
interference with the MUTCD.  He would only caution to not pilot the signs on high volume, 
high speed roadways.  A lower volume, lower speed road like Baird Road would be a good 
place to start.  Placing the sign on a busy, high speed road may cause problems as it would 
add another distraction when motorists see flashing lights and messages being displayed.   
 
Mark Valentine mentioned that a second detector may be an option to verify if the driver 
actually changed their driving behavior after seeing the SmartSign notification.  This data 
would be beneficial in showing how effective the signs are.  Tim agreed and is looking 
forward to seeing the before and after data from the SmartSigns. 
 
Eric Tait asked if Tim would be setting up the different units or would the Town's DPW be 
setting up and relocating the units.  Mark Valentine said it would be a good idea to coordinate 
and work with DPW to ensure proper placements of the units.  
 
Sarah Waterman asked if Town staff would receive the data from the signs to help determine 
problem areas.  Tim stated that the data would be provided to staff.  
 
Jason Ebbs asked if speed data will be collected as well as distracted driving data.  Tim 
replied that they are working on adding that functionality to the signs. 
 
THE COMMITTEE UNANIMOUSLY AGREED TO SUPPORT THE SMARTSIGN PILOT 
PROGRAM:  Staff will work with Tim to choose locations and ensure proper placement. 

    
 

b. Farmbrook Drive and Panorama Trail Traffic Concern - Update 
 
Mark Valentine updated the committee on an agenda item from the October, 15th 
Transportation Committee meeting regarding resident concerns of students having to cross 
over Panorama Trail from Farmbrook Drive to Rossbrook Drive in order to catch the school 
bus. The two follow-up items from the previous meeting was to reach out to the Penfield 
Central School District to inquire about possibly moving the bus stop.  The second follow-up 
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item was to have a traffic study done to see if a crosswalk would be feasible on Panorama 
Trail.     
 
Barton and Loguidice conducted the traffic study and submitted their report stating that a mid-
block cross walk would not be safe on Panorama Trail due to poor site distance.   
 
THE COMMITTEE UNANIMOUSLY AGREED TO NOT INSTALL A CROSSWALK DUE TO 
THE BARTON & LOGUIDICE TRAFFICE STUDY FINDINGS:  Staff will continue working 
with the school district to possibly relocate the bus stop. 

           
 

  c. Five Mile Line Road & Atlantic Avenue 
  
   Dan McCusker updated the committee members on the NYSDOT project on Five Mile Line  
   Rd and Atlantic Avenue to add turning lanes.   
 
   The official start date of the project is April 1st.  The telephone poles and gas collector station 
   are in the process of being moved and the clearing and grubbing work is currently being done 
   which should be completed by middle of next month.  There will be a project kick off meeting  
   in approximately two weeks and the engineer in charge (Brent Woodhouse) will be the  
   contact person for those meetings.  The project is slated to be completed by this fall. 
    
   Andy Moore welcomed Dan back to the committee and asked if all four entrances to the  
   intersection will be open during the project or will there be road closures.  Dan replied that, at  
   this time, there are no road closures scheduled and traffic should remain open throughout the 
   duration of the project.  
 
   Mark Valentine stated that he will get in touch with Brent to get an updated data sheet and  
   map of the project to be posted on the website. 
 
   Laurie Enos urged staff to take advantage of the press in order to keep the public updated  
   on the project. 
 
   Mark Valentine agreed and will work with the Town's communication specialists via   
   Supervisor LaFountain's newsletter, PCTV and social media. 

 
 

  d. Portable Speed Feedback Devices  
 
   Eric Tait stated that four radar feedback, solar powered devices were purchased   
   last year that will collect speed data similar to the SmartSign devices.  These devices can be  
   moved pole to pole, however, permanent installation would be more feasible.  Eric asked for  
   suggestions from the committee as to various locations to place the devices.   
 
   Mark Valentine suggested Dublin Road due to frequent speed concerns from area residents.  
    
   Laurie Enos mentioned Panorama Trail as a possible location, however, due to heavy  
   foliage in the area, it may interfere with the functionality of the units because they are solar  
   powered. 
 
   Eric Tait said that they run on batteries but as the batteries run low, they can recharge using  
   solar power, similar to the flashing stop signs at the corner of Whalen Rd and Baird Rd. 
 
   Laurie Enos asked when the units will be put in place. 
 
   Eric Tait replied they will start implementing them in the spring either on existing posts or  
   new posts. 
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   Tim Frelier asked if one unit would be placed in one direction or two units in both directions  
   on the road. 
 
   Mark Valentine replied that they could be placed either way, depending on the road. 
    

THE COMMITTEE UNANIMOUSLY AGREED WITH THE FOLLOWING PLAN OF ACTION: 
This topic will be added as a held item on the next agenda and revisited at the next 
Transportation Committee meeting.  
 

IV.  OTHER BUSINESS 
  No Other Business 
  
V.  HELD ITEMS 
  No Held Items 
 
VI.  NEW BUSINESS 
  No New Business 
 
VII.  PUBLIC PARTICIPATION:   
  No Public Participation 
 
VIII.  NEXT MEETING: March 18th, 2020  
    5pm - 6pm 
 
IX.  ADJOURNMENT: 5:40pm 
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